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The purpose of this study was to investigate how
human driver’s trust in the automated driving system is
built over time and affected by automation failure. The
study expanded trust development over time by
measuring trust after a practice demonstration of the
system capabilities and after each of seven unique,
sequential drives. The automation performed perfectly on
six of the seven drives but made one of three different
responses to a critical hazard event in the fourth drive.
Depending on the error-type condition, the automation
either perfectly avoided the hazard (no error), issued a
takeover request (TOR), or failed to notice the hazard
(failure). In contrast to the typically used pre/post trustdifference assessment that does not show a trajectory of
growth or decline patterns, the current design allowed for
evaluation of the growth, decline, and repair of trust.
In the practice, a demonstration of the automated
driving system, pre-drive, was done to allow us to assess
initial learned trust. Drive number (pre-drive and drives
1-7) was the within-subjects independent variable and
automation error type (no error, TOR, failure) was the
between-subjects independent variable. Subjective trust
was the dependent variable. An overall increase in trust
was shown during the pre-drive and drives 1-3, which
demonstrates that trust increases as participants gained
more experience with the system. Because the system was
perfect in Drives 1-3, the increase over time indicates
proper trust calibration (Hancock et al., 2011; Lee & See,
2004; Parasuraman & Riley, 1997). This initial
development of trust is a promising display of how trust
can grow in an initial experience with a reliable automated
driving system.
For drive 4, trust was significantly higher in the noerror condition compared to the TOR and failure
conditions, with no significant difference between the
latter two. The TOR was expected to decrease trust less
than the failure because it was a warning, not a complete
failure. Yet, this pattern was only shown numerically with
no statistical significance. During the three drives after the
critical drive 4, trust was slowly repaired for the TOR and
failure conditions. However, the increase did not continue
upward, but remained at the same level during the last two
drives. This result indicates that although trust rebounded
after a critical event, it still did not reach previous trust
levels where no problem had occurred. TORs and
automation failures can have a lingering negative effect
on trust, potentially harming later human-automation
collaboration. Participants likely did not know the exact
cause of the problem and could have worried that the

same thing could happen again, with no way to predict it.
Because this automation did not explain why the TOR
was issued, it lacked transparency. Therefore, participants
likely assumed the automation had just failed. Providing
transparency information and explaining errors can help
trust resilience (Dzindolet, et al., 2003, Hoff & Bashir,
2015).
Results of the current study imply that designers
should pay careful attention to the amount of time drivers
have spent with automation because trust could take
longer to develop than previously expected. Designers
should also consider trust impairment caused by
automation errors and potential strategies to repair trust.
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